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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
It has been found that some teachers who are most
intolerant and cruel in their treatment of children are
usually the ones who have been brought up on punishment.
His attitude is one of resentment. Being unable to retaliate upon those who inflict the punishment, he takes it
out on his pupils.
Children w~ll love persons who punish them if they
have actually committed an offense and he knows that to
be the case, but on the other hand

he will hate the per-

son who administers physical pain for some personal reason, and his hatred will be intensified when that adult
tries to offer a valid excuse for his actions. 1
State Of The Problem
The problem of this thesis is to try to determine
the attitude of the teachers regarding disciplinary problems in the Negro Elementary Schools of Houston, Texas.
The problem may be stated in the following three
questions:
1. Does the attitude of the teachers of the Negro

Elementary Schools of Houston, Texas, interpret
discipline in terms of good order, quiet, and

1

Arthur C. Perry, Jr., Discipline As A School Prob~ ' pp. 152-155.

2

respect for the authority of the teacher?
2. Does his attitude interpret disciplinary in terms
of permanent adjustment of the child to his complete life himself, and his school?
3. Are these teachers acquainted with modern prac-

tices concerning discipline?
Purpose Of 'I'he Study

The purpose of this study is to find some of the general attitudes of teachers in the Negro Elementary Schools
of Houston, Texas regarding disciplinary problems having
to do with modern methods of correction as well as to make
a relative study of som~ of the problems arising between
teacher

and pupil in the classroom.

l. What are the attitude of the teachers in the Negro
Elementary Schools of Houston regarding disciplinary problems?

2. What are the disciplinary problems arising between
teachers and pupils in the classroom.
3. What are the modern methods of solving these problems. Which of these methods may be used in the
Houston Negro Elementary Schools?
Scope Of '1'he Studz
The scope of this study is confined to the Negro Elementary Schools of Houston, Texas.
I.

It is limited to:
A. Ascertaining, by means of questionnaires distributed to each teacher, the attitudes of the

3

teachers toward discipline
B. Compilation of these attitudes
C. Comparison of these attitudes
D. Recommendations growing therefrom
II. Survey of Pertinent Literature on Modern Procedures
in Disciplinary Problems in Order to Determine:
A. What are modern procedures?
B. How do procedures of Houston Negro teachers compare with modern problems?
C. What modern procedures may be applied to Negro
Elementary Schools of Houston, Texas?
Related Studies
Many books have been written on the subject of discipline but few, if any, adequately give guidance for the
attitude to be assumed by teachers toward the solution of
various disciplinary problems which arise in the classroom. In reading the comments which different authors
have written of their own theories about disciplinary
procedures, it is hard at times to put those theories successfully into practice for the solution of a case which
is peculiar because of circumstances of the offense and
character of the individual.
Sometimes one may think that his method of handling
disciplinary problems is the best. He must be open-minded
to the extent that suggestions offered by others may be of
value to him. If they are practicable he should be intelligent and open-minded

enough to adopt them.

For the

4

benefit of teachers who are constantly confronted with
disciplinary problems, it is the hope of the writer that
the information assembled, condensed, and tabulated from
teachers who were sent questionnaires, many of whom are
successful in disciplining classrooms, may be valuable
enough to encourage adoption.
In a study made by Rugg, the following points were
noted as objectives of the child centered school: (1) to
develop the whole child, (2) to see that the child sees
life whole - the life of the individual on the one hand
and American civilization on the other.•
Cox and Langfitt~ found that discipline problems are
a sign of unsatisfactory school management and that all
discipline cases can be handled so that the pupil will
develop desirable habits and attitudes.
Jackson 4 says,
Low ability pupils cease to be a problem when
given recognition for their scholastic efforts
and provided with opportunity to participate
in school activities.
Walker made a study and found that a number of fac-

tors have entered into the formation of our modern concept of discipline. The history of corporal punishment
has shown a determined, although gradual, decline until

MHarold Rugg and Ann Shumaker, The Child Centered
School, p. 5.
3
P. W. L. Cox and R. E. Langfitt, High School Administration and Su~ervision, pp. 175-179.
'George T. Jae son, 11 Each According to His Ability,''
School Executive, January, 1943, p. 37.
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it is no longer considered the best method of dealing with
disciplinary problems. Statistical evidence was shown
based upon the records of the Board of Education of St.
Louis for five-year periods from 1881 to 1925 8 revealing
the failure of corporal punishment as a discipline device.
Source of Data
In the collection of the material used for this
study, the writer has read authoritative books, pamphlets,
periodicals and questionnaires. She has made a review of
similar or related studies in order to benefit by the
thinking and finding of other investigators in problems
similar in nature to the present study.
Definition of Discipline
Opinions on the meaning of discipline vary greatly
among educators

after whom I have read, point in the same

direction, yet we find that in some cases, these opinions
were somewhat contradictory to one another.

Symond 8 says,
Discipline depends fundamentally on a better understanding, on the part of the teacher, of the
pupil's wants and desires and his modes of getting
them; and an understanding by the child, of the
teacher's !shes.

8william w. Walker, Ohan~in~Conceptions of Discipline and Control of School e;1I en. Master's Thesis.
6
P. M. Symond, Mental Hygiene of the School Child.
Chapter XXXV, p. 144.

6

Mull.er 7 says,
Discipline is the preparing of boys and girls for
l.ife in a democratic society.
Discipline is a constant instruction in morale. 8
O'Shea, 9 says that the practical solution of disci11 is

pline

to hold the attention of your pupils."

Discipline is that vital control10 of an individual that moulds character.
The word "discipline" is derived from "Disciple,"
one who accepts the doctrine of his teacher and assists in
spreading it. It follows that the correct understanding
of the term and its application by those who will teach
is of the greatest importance.
In the study of this problem

it has been found that

educators generally believe that the question of discipline and how to solve disciplinary problems does not receive the attention that it should in our institutions
for the preparation of teachers. Perhaps more failures in
the teaching profession are due to the lack of the teacher's understanding and application of this principle than
7

A. D. Muller, Teaching in the Secondary Schools.
Chapter XXIII, p. 48,
8
James Welton and F. G. Blandford, Principles and
Methods of Moral Training, Ohapter XIII, p. 156.
8
M• • O'Shea, Everyday Problems in Teaching,
Chapter XXIV, p. 5.
10
E. E. Sneath and George Hodges, Moral Training
in the School and Home, Chapter XXXIV, p. 194.

7

principle than from any other cause. Compared with the
vast amount of literature for the improvement of educational practices, the literature dealing with discipline
is plentiful. Much is written concerning the doctrine of
interest, and it is well that this is the case, but the
fact remains that we have "problem cases" and in a democratic form of government, of which our public schools
should be an example, as discipline enters into the problem of control where participation in control ts hindered
by anyone of these pupils who may be in the gDoup.

8

CHAPTER II
FACTORS INSTRUMENTAL IN BRINGING ABOUT THE MODERN CONCEPT
OF DISCIPLINE
He that spareth his rod hateth his own son; but

he that loveth him chasteneth him betimes.ii

The instructors in the old school expressed this
passage by the familiar saying,
Spare the rod and spoil the child.
Discipline was maintained in the old days by means
of fear and by the frequent use of the whip as a proper
means of punishment. An illustration cf this given by,
Cubberley 12

which reads as follows:

A Swabian schoolmaster, hauberle by name, with
characteristics of TU.etonic attention to details, has left on record that, in the course of
his fifty-one years and seven months as a teacher he had, by a moderate computation, given 911,527
blows with a rod, 20,989 blows with the hand, 10,235
blows over the mouth, 7,905 boxes on the ear,
1,115,800 raps on the hand, and 22,763 notabenes
with the Bible, Catechism, singing book, and
grammar. He had 777 times made boys kneel on peas,
613 times on a triangular piece of wood, had made
3,001 wear the jackass, and 1,707 hold the rod up,
not to mention various more unusual punishments he
had contrived on the spur of the occasion. Of the
blows with the cane, 800,000 were for Latin words;
of the rod 76,000 were for texts from the Bible or
verses from the singing book. He also had about
300 expressions to scold with two-thirds of which
were native to the German tongue and the remainder
his invention.
This was known as the strict form of
11
Holy Bible,
12------

11 discipline. 11

Proverbs, Chap. XIII, p. 514, 24 verse.
Elwood P. Cubberley, The History of Education,
PP. 455-456.

9

The second form of discipline may be termed the
loose or free type, wherein all the freedom possible is
given the pupils,

and punishment is seldom used.

Absence

from the room or school, whispering, lack of attention,
tardiness,

and many other offenses are given little or

no attention.
Bagley explains Spencer's Doctrine of Natural Punishment by the following quotation: 13
Spencer argues from the biological postulate
that the function of pain is to act as a deterrent with reference to adjustments, he assumes, always issue in pain; beneficial adjustments in pleasure. In moral conduct, this
biological principle becomes the criterion for
"rightrr and ''wrong:" "That conduct whose
total moral results, immediate and remote,
are beneficial, is good conduct; while conduct whose total results, immediate and remote, are injurious, is bad conduct."
Thus the happiness or the misery that results as the inevitable consequency of any
act becomes his reward or the punishment of
that act.
Perhaps one may say that the above forms or theories pertaining to correction of the pupil may be too extreme,

however, they cannot be set aside as worthless

methods because of such results as h~ve been obtained
by use.

1

11. C. Bagley, Olassroom Management,

p. 107.

10

The third type is one which, when compared with those
already mentioned, may be termed a happy medium. Corporal
punishment ls used in the school-room only in extreme
cases or as a last resort. Freedom is allowed as the result of or the reward for good behavior. When correction
becomes necessary, the teacher gives consideration to
t h ose factors which have to do with offense. Home influences, abilities, associations, as well as past records,
are weighed, and punishment is inflicted accordingly.
Many teachers, young or old, regard the first few
days of each school year with considerable anxiety. They
want order, which is sometimes called "discipline," to
prevail in the classroom.
Discipline As Conceived In '!'his 'I'hesis
"To discipline ' has been thought of as "to punish.''
Therefore, to give a pupil a monotonous, or difficult
task or to give a pupil a whipping is "to discipline
him." This sometimes happens when children fail to meet
the standards set by the teachers. The attitude of some
teachers may be that discipline can be maintained only
by the use of the "paddle,"

regardless of the motives

and circumstances under which the individual violates
rules. Such teachers appear to be of the opinion that
chastisement ls the only means of removing or correcting
the cause of disciplinary problems. Such teachers also
fail to realize the individual differences and different
environmental conditions of children.

11

Some teachers have failed to understand the nature
of true order and admirable discipline. Because teachers
vary in their attitude towards the need of discipline,
and because order and discipline vary with teachers as
well as with different educators and schools, a variety
of understandings exists and this variety has led to considerable confusion. 1 •
Vital experiences aid in determining discipline.
Order is best understood when it is related to conduct
of problems of discipline. Most children have such an
abundance of energy that they cannot sit and do nothing.
Therefore, a progressive teaching proc~dure cuts down
noticeably the task of classroom control and if all
teachers would keep the pupils activ~ly engaged in the
task that has been set before them,

discipline would

become less difficult. 18
Saucier in his view says that
•Good discipline is secured b~st,
not by
tricks, but by good teaching1.1.e

i•A. Gordon Melvin, The Technique of Progressive
Teaching, Chap. XVI, p. 178.
1
8w. A. Saucier, Introduction To Modern Views of
Education, {Chap. XII, p. 296}.
1
8w. A. Saucier, loc. cit.

12

CHAPTER III
ANALYSIS OF DATA
Questionnaire Returns+
The number of questionnaires sent returned, and tabulated are shown as follows:

TABLE I

ITEMS

NUMBER

Number of questionnaires sent ••••••••••••••••••• 250
Number of questionnaires tabulated and
included in this study ••••••••••••••••••••••• 128
Number of questionnaires not returned ••••••••••• 122

+
See Appendix B, p. 36 for qu~stionnaire.
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TABLE II
WHY TEACHERS USE CORPORAL PUNISHMENT
Corporal Punishment is Used:

Number

1. As a last resort

45

2. As the only means of punishment

35

3. As a corrective measure

22

4. Because it is quick and definite

4

5. To promote respect

10

6. To impress fear of punishment

12

Total

128

From the opinions of forty-five teachers as shown in this
table, it seems that the majority believed that corporal
punishment should be given only after all other methods
have been tried with no degree of success. Thirty-five
used corporal punishment as the only means of punishment.
Twenty-two teachers used corporal punishment as a corrective measure, te~ to promote respect, and twelve to impress fear. Few used it because it is quick and definite.

14

TABLE III
WHY TEACHERS DO NOT USE CORPORAL PUNISHMENT
Why Corporal Punishment is not Used
1. Because of pupil's physical make-up ••••••••
2. Because there are other effective means of

Number
4

pllili shmen t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 89

3. Because it causes hatred •••••••••••••••••••

3

4. Because an injury may result••··••·••••·•••

2

5. Because it does not remove the cause ••••••• 20
6. No reasons at all ··•••····•··•····••·······
7. Miscellaneous reasons
Total

3

·····•··•·•······•··••--1
128

In tabulating data found in the questionnaires, it was
found that four teachers did not use corporal punishment
because of the physical make-up of the pupil; eightynine or the majority said that there are other effective
means of punishment; three said that it causes hatred of
the pupil for the teacher; two felt that an injury may
result.

Twenty said that corporal punishment does not

remove the cause.

Three gave no reasons at all and seven

gave miscellaneous reasons.
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TABLE IV
TEACHER'S ATTITUDE TOWARDS DISCIPLINARY PROCEDURES
Yes

oNo tal

Disappearance of Corporal Punishment ••••••• 128

128

The right of pupils to choose their own
puni sbnlen t

..............................

15

113 128

Isolation is a good corrective method •••••

70

58 128

The offering of reward for good conduct •••

13

115 128

Table IV shows that one-hundred and twenty-eight teachers reported that corporal punishment is disappearing
from their schools, one hundred and thirteen teachers
do not believe that pupils should be given the right
to choose their own punishment, seventy teachers believe
that isolation is a good corrective measure in the solution of disciplinary problems, fifty-eight teachers believe that isolation is a good corrective measure in
the solution of disciplinary problems fifteen teachers
favor offering a reward for exemplary behavior, one hundred and fifteen teachers do not favor the idea of offering an award for exemplary behavior.
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TABLE V
CAUSES OF DISCIPLINARY PROBLEMS
Yes

No

Lack of sympathy for children

69

59

Lack of understanding of children

90

38

80

48

Poor leadership

43

85

Personality of teachers

87

41

Ungoverned temper

53

75

Sarcasm

25

103

Others

Lack of ability to make subjectmatter interesting

18

Total

447

449

18

Table Vindicates ninety teachers have more disciplinary
problems for lack of understanding for children, eightyseven for lack of good personality, eighty teachers for

lack of ability to make subject-matter interesting, sixty-nine for lack of sympathy for children, fifty-three
have ungoverned tempers, forty-three have poor leadership,
twenty-five are sarcastic and eighteen have other causes
for the existence of disciplinary problems in the classroom.
Types of Punishment
In an attempt to ascertain the motivation behind

17

punishment, the writer asked whether the teacher made the
punishment fit the offense, offender or both.
It was found that eighty-two teachers made the punishment fit boththe offense and offender. 'l'hirty-one
teachers made the punishment fit the offesne, while fifteen made the punishment fit the offender.
Some Substitutes For Corporal Punishment
In the tabulating of data from the questionnaires,

the writer found that the majority of teache~s feel that
detention

after school, removal of privileges, reasoning

with pupils through confidential talks, a study of the
pupil's school and home environments and a conference
with the pupil's parents are being substituted for corporal punishment.
All teachers follow the same procedures of schoolroom management:
l. Skilful in handling difficult cases of discipline.
2. Lead pupils to self control from worthy motives.
3. Build up ideals of good citizenship in the pupils.
4. Cultivate Friendship with their pupils.
5. That there exists a wholesome spirit among the pupils.

6. study the pupil's school environment.

7. study the pupil's home environment.

a.

Have a talk with the pupil.

9. Have a conference with the pupil's parents.

18

10. Study the effect the punishment will have upon the
individual.
11. Make an individual case study of the pupil.
The Teachers All Agree That Some Teachers Are Too Often
Fault Finding
Four teachers expressed the belief that corporal
punishment should not be used for the following reasons:
1. It lowers the pupil's respect for the teacher,
2. It 1s too barbaric,
3. There is public sentiment against its use, and
4. It is not found in real life situations.

19

CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSIOR
After analyzing and tabul.ating the questionnaires
submitted to one hundred and twenty-eight teachers, the
writer finds:
1. The great number or teachers inflict corporal punishment as a last resort, only after all other methods
have been tried with no degree of success.

2. Teachers believe that there are other effective means
of obtaining good discipline than by corporal punishment.
3. All of the teachers report that corporal punishment
is disappearing from their schools.
4. Of one hundred and twenty-eight teachers reporting,
one hundred and thirteen do not believe that pupils
should be given the right to choose their own punishment.
5. The majority of teachers believe that isolation is a
good cure for corrective measure in the solution of
disciplinary problems.
6. Most teachers do not favor the idea of offering an
award for good behavior.
7. Some teachers lacking in good personality, sympathy
for children, teaching abilit~, understanding of
children, poor leadership, ungoverned temper, and
sarcasm causes disciplinary problems to exist in the

20

classroom.

a.

Detention after school, removal of privileg s, reasoning with pupils through confidential talks, a study
of the pupil's school and home environments, and a
conference with the pupil's parents are being substituted for corporal punishment by most teachers.

9. Many teachers usua~ly solve disciplinary problesm by
one of the following methods;
A study of the pupil's school environment, a study of
the pupil's home environment, a conferenc~ with the
pupil's parents, the effect the punishment will have
upon the individual and making an individual case
study of the pupil.
10. Some reasons ~hat corporal punishment should not be
used are:

lowering of the pupil's respect for teach-

er, it is too barbaric, public sentiment is against
its use, and it is not found in real life situations.
11. All teachers coincide on the following:
That they are skilful in handling difficult cases of
discipline, that they lead pupils to self-control from
worthy motives, that good citizenship is taught to the
pupils, that they cultivate friendship with the pupils
and that a wholesome spirit exists among the'pupils.
12. All teachers expressed the fact that teachers are
fault finding.
13. The greater number of teachers attempt to make the punishment fit both the offense and the offender.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

In the light of the considered reflections of educational authorities and the findings of this study, the
writer makes the following recommendations:
Since discipline needs to be thought of less in
terms of good order, being quiet and respect for the authority of the teacher and more in terms of the permanent
adjustment of the child to his complete life, himself and
his school, it is recommended that all practices in regard to disciplinary situations be based on sound principles of cooperation, and that democratic cooperation be
the goal of all school activities;
That teachers should be ac~uainted with changing conceptions of discipline which are held most by teachers in
pr,og~essive elementary schools.
Suggestions for Further Investigation
As subjects for study which have grown out of the
present survey the writer offers the following considerations:
l. The Effect of Economic Uncertainty upon Behavior Prob-

lems.
2. Extra-Class Activities as an Incentive for Proper Con-

duct
3. Discipline Case History of Delinquents in Reformato-

ries
4. Discipline Case History of Incorrigible in the Public

Schools

22

APPENDIX

A

The following letter form was sent to two hundred
and fifty teachers in the Elementary Schools of Houston,

Texas accompanied by a check 11st as shown in Appendix B.
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Box 826
Prairie View College
Prairie View, Texas
June 25, 1943
Dear Teacher,

In an attempt to better understand some attitudes
of teachers, the Graduate Department of Prairie View State
College is conducting a series of investigations. You have
been chosen as one who can contribute significantly to
this study. Will you be kind enough to complete and return the attached form concerning your attitude towards
disciplinary problems in the school in which you teach?
The results of this investigation will be of general

benefit to teachers, and to you especially who are included in the findings.

I assure you that such information as you furnish
will be held in strict confidence by ne.
An early reply will be greatly appreciated. You

need not sign your name.
Yours truly,
Cora B. Anderson
CBA/st

24

APPENDIX B

The following check-list form was to secure data on
the problem of this study.

25

THE CURRENT ATTITUDE OF HOUSTON TEACHERS REGARDING
DISCIPLINARY PROBLEMS IX THE COLORED ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS OF HOUSTON, TEXAS
Teacher's Questionnaire
(Indicate your answer by marking (X).)
1. )Tame of your school _________________

2. Name of teacher

- - - - - -...c"!!"'o~prt'IP"1o~n~a1....,..,--------

3. Indicate the number of pupils you teach in each of the

following grades:
No. of Boys

No. of Girls

----------

A. First
B. Second
C. Third - - - - - - - - - D. Fourth
E. F i f t h - - - - - - - - - F. Sixth

---------

4. Sex of teacher: A. Male----~---- Female

s.

Do you belieTe in Corporal Piinishment?
-----A. For boys: Yes _ _ _ _ _ _
No.
B. For Girls: Yes --~------c. Give reason for your answer No.
6. Is Corporal Punishment disappearing from your scho 11
--- -pupil
No. be allowed to choose his punishment?
7. Yes
Should
the
Yes
____
No.
a. Is Isolation a g-o-od_c_ur_e for troublesome cases? Yes
No.
9. Should the school offer an award for good conduct?

Yes~--- No.
problems than others?

10. What causes some teachers to have more disciplinary

A. Lack
s,mpathy for children?
B.
Lack of
of understanding
of childr_e_n_?_________
C. Lack of ability to make subject matter Interesting?
D.
E.
F.
G.

Poor leadership?
Personality
of te~a~c~h~e~r~?!"-_____________
Ungoverned temper?
Sarcasm?

26

H. Others
11. Do you favor detention after school? Yes

-

No.

---

12. Do you favor removal of privileges?
13. Do you favor reasoning with pupils through confiden-

tial talks should be substituted for corporal punishment?
14. Do you-t,...hl
.......n~k--d..i~s~c...
ip~l"'!n
......
ary---problems could be solved by
a study of the pupil's home and school environment,
or a conference with the pupil's parents?

or discipline?
16. Do you lead pupils to self control from worthy motives?
15. Are you skiltu! in handling dltticu!t cases

ideals ot good citizenship in your
pupils?
18. Do you cultivate friendship wf th rour pupils'?
19. Does there exist a wholesome spir t among the puplls?
17. DO you build up

20. Are some teachers, too often, fault finding? Yes

No

21. Sh'""ou-1a-....
th
.....
e-p--unisbment fit the offense?
Offender? ________ Both?

Remarks:
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APPENDIX C
RETURNS WERE RECEIVED FROM TEACHERS OF THE FOLLOWING
SCHOOLS

Almeda

Harper

Atherton

Harrisburg

Blackshear

Hart

Brays Bayou

Highland Heights (Wow Mabel
Wesley)

Brock

Langston

Bruce

Luckie

Burrus

Oates Prairie

Clinton Park

Piney Point

Crawford

Ryan

Douglass

Sunnyside

Dunbar

Trinity Gardens

Eighth Avenue

Twenty-third Avenue

Gregory

Woodcrest
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